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ABSTRACT. Tho slow elcntron aiirl muon oomponontH of cosmic, rays nl sea le\’cl and 
lii°N goomagiirt'ic latiiudo ha\e boon studied with u multiplnte cloud chamber triggered by 
a comcidencc.iinli-comcidencc system. The difCerontiuI energy spectm of thcpe electroiis 
liavp boon obtained for energio.s lietween (5—300) Wov. 1’ho eloctron spectrum is found to 
))(' rejiresentod by ii sim]i]G jiowoi law o^  the form In tho range inierval (7-00) g/cmi*
of lur oquiviilont tho dilfeivntml I’unge sjiectrum ol muons has also boon detormiued. The 
spectrum is loiind to lie flat with a moHii intensity (5.R94 0.15) x TO“o/g sec. sterad in tho range 
interval (15-00) g/cn.^ of uii equivalent. HoIoav this range the muon intensity lulls off 
gniduftlly. A comimnson ol the total intprisities of muons and nl^etrons has also been given.
1. ENT RO D U C T  I ON
This iMLpor contains tho final and detailed results of previous investigations 
on the imion spectrum at Calcutta reported earlier by Basil and Wiiiha (1956- 
57) A multiplate cloud chamber was triggered by means of a narrow angle three­
fold coincidence system placed above the chamber together wnth an anticoin­
cidence tray jdaijeil just below, in order to photograph all particles which stopped 
inside the cloud chamber. There were seven (5.6 g/cin“) of Ou plates inside 
ilio chamber and tho total amount of material above the ohambor w^as 6 .5 g/cm  ^
of air ocpuvaleut Any muon stopping inside the chamber showed more than 
l-wice minimum ionisation in tho last gap wdiile electrons stopped witli mini- 
inmn ionisation. Fast electrons produced small soft showers all the secondaries 
of which had to stop inside the chamber.
Thus ail estimate could bo made of tli© number of low energy muons and 
olecti-ons crossing our apparatus in a definite interval of time. The following 
mformation wore obtained. (1) A fine structure of the differential range spec- 
tnnri of muons within the range interval 6.5-61.3 g/cm^ ' of air equivalent, (2 ) The 
differential energy distribution of electrons in the energy interval (5-300) Mev.
2. E X P E R I M E N T  A E.
The main body of the cloud chamber consisted of a glass cylinder with 
illuminated cylindrical volume of 30 cm diameter and 8 cm deep. It was filled 
"ith argon to a pressure of 96 cm of Hg and illuminated by Xenon flash tubes
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placed behind pairs of condensing lenses. The triggering arrangement CiCgCg-A is 
shown in figure 1 . During this part of the investigation, there were seven 1 /4" 
Cu-plates inside the chamber. Tlic solid angle times area of the three-fold counter
Fjg. 1. The ex]ioriniRutal ari'augement of l,ho various 
counter trays and the cloud clmmber fitted 
with Cu-}j]atos. In tho iJiesont oxpeiiinent 
there wore seven Ou-platos instead of five 
as shown in the ligiire.
arrangement was 0.677 tiin^ —Steradian. This solid angle was completely covered 
by the anticoincidence counters placed below the chamber. iStereoscopic; photo­
graphs were taken and the ionisation and scattering angles of particles (where 
necessary) were evaluated from both the views.
The apparatus was covered by a thin roof consisting of O.OTfi cm thick iron 
and 3.7 cm celotex Other materials in tlio solid angle of the counter system 
were only tho counter walls and counter trays All these added together gave 
a total thickness of 6.5 gm/rnn^ of air equivalent.
Tho particles stop}nng in anyone of the seven plates were identified from 
their ionisation characteristics only. Tho. tracks of stojiping electrons were no­
where dense, those of stopping muons were dense in the last compartment ami 
in some cases slightly dense in the jirevious one and those of stopping proton*^  
were dense in all the compartments.
3. E N R B a  Y 0 A L I B U A T I O N O P  T H E  E L E 0 T R O N R
The energies of electrons which appeared singly inside the chamber were esti­
mated from their ranges R inside the chamber. The values of R were caloulatefl
by numerically integrating the curves of the total rate of energy loss, both 
radiation and ionisation as a function of energy. The average range of an electron 
as a function of its energy is given by
J dEli-dEldx)
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whore Eq is the energy of the stopping electron.
Fast electrons almost always give rise to showers and their energies can 
be estimated from the size of the shower The equation (1 2 ) of Rossi (1952) 
gives the expression for the total number of electrons 7r{Ef^ , 0 , t) as function of 
thickness t. For elecitron initiated shower, the maximum value of the function 
7t{Eq, 0, t) is given by
IT„, 7^^  _ 0.31 Eq
where,
— critical energy of the electron in the particular absorber 
— energy of the initiating electron
— number of electrons at shower maximum
Thus from the nunibor of particles at shower maximum, the initial energy of 
the initiating ele(;tron can be estimated, without making any use of information 
Avhich might be deriverl from observoitions at points other than the maxima. This 
method is not very satisfactory for energies where the maximum number of 
electrons is small and therefore subject to large fluctuations. Hence an equation 
given by Bridge, Courant, DoStaobler and Rossi (1954) has been used to estimate 
the shower energy Eq According to this equation
E,t — hNt (2)
where,
 ^=  a constant which depends upon the cut-off energy
N  =  total number of electron tracks appearing in the separate sections of 
the chamber through which the shower develops
t =  thickness of the plates measured in the direction of the shower axis 
Thus Nt is an approximate value for the track length of the observable shower 
electrons which, according to shower theory, is proportional to the energy of the 
iiutiatmg-particle.
The proportionality constant h was calculated after studying a few well- 
developed showers with at least 4 secondary electi'ons at the shower maximum
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and for which the total number N  of electroixs at different sections of the cloud 
chamber was also known. These were consistent with the general theoretical 
expression for tt{E ,^ 0 , 1), the maximum of which is given by equation (1 ). Thus 
for a number of showers was found out from equation (1 ) and for these N  and i 
wore also known In this way a number of values of h was found out and the 
moan value of h ^  4.2 Mev/gm of Cu was taken to calculate the initial energy 
of other shower-initiatmg electrons from the equation (2 ).
4. C O It E C T J () N S O F T E E  O B 8 E K V E D 
J) A T A F O K S A T T E E, I N G
The most serious error encountered in the measurement of the intensity of 
the soft component is the niultijile scattering of low energy electrons both in air 
as well as in the apparatus, before the electron enters the cloud chambei'. Barker
(1955), however, pointed out that the scattering in the root, the chamber wall, 
top counters and bottom counters can be neglected oven for low energy (>  lOMov) 
electrons as the number scattered out and scattered in will bo approximately 
the same; but the scattering in the central counters is the main source of error. 
The electrons which scatter in the top counters in such a way that they go out of 
the solid angle of the counter system arc compensated by those which enter the 
"Solid angle only because of the scattering in the top counters, and the third counter 
tray is so near the chamber that it may bo assumed that all the electrons that 
excite this tray will enter the chamlier. But tlie electrons which scatter in the 
central counteis m such a way that they miss the hottom counter will be com. 
pletely eliminated and the compensation by others scattered in, will be very 
small because these are required to pass through the top counters.
Following Barker, we assume that the average path length through two 
walls of a counter for particles uniformly distributed in space and moving ])or- 
pendicular to the axis of the counter is equal to nd where d is the thickness of a 
counter wall. Then assuming the Gaussian angular distribution as given by 
Rossi and Greison, (1941) the fraction F  of electrons of energy E  which are missed 
on account of scattering will be given by
: 2(A/i;)-2(277)“ i[/i2(0)-27j,(A^) ->thoPAE)] (3)
whore,
A :== 4a(27nf)-4(21i^)-'
a =  diameter of a counter wall =  2.7 ems
L — distance between the top and bottom counters =  60 cms. 
d =  thickness of a counter wall in radiation lengths =  .016 cm Cu — -OH 
radiation length
Siibstituimg these values wc get A — 0.0345 Mev"  ^
h,J^ x) are calculated from the tabulated fuiiotious
00
h^{x) =  J exp(-^ 2 2^ )d';//
X
hi{x) =  I h.„(y)dy
h ^ p c )  =  j  h i ( y ) d y
The values of F  arc calculated for all the seven energy mtervals assuming a mean 
energy for each enci*gy intoival. The corrected number is then obtained by 
multiplying the observed number of electrons by the factor (I—
n. E N E R G Y  D I S T R I B U T T O N O F  E L E C T R ON S
Table T shows the distribution of electrons in different energy intorvalB. 
One of the characteristii- features revealed from this table is that as the electron 
energy has increased the number of single electrons has decreased and the number 
of shower initiating electrons has increased. This is in qualitative agreement with 
shower theory. In column 5 the corrected total number of electrons within the 
different energy regions has been given. Since the energy interval has gradually 
iiu-roasod with the increase of energy, the total number of electrons for each 
energy interval w^ as divided by the corresponding energy interval in order to obtain 
the energy distribution per Mev in that energy interval.
TABLE I
Energy distribution of electrons
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Energy
interi’^ al
Mev
Observed number of electrons 
Single shower
im tinting Totnl
Corrected 
number of 
electrons
Total number of 
electrons per 
Mev
6- 16 108 108 360 3 2 ,6 6 il .09
16- 32 69 69 121 7.55±0.44
32- 56 56 6 61 77 3 .20 i0 .24
66- 67 61 9 60 65 2.11i-0.17
‘87-132 37 7 44 46 1.03±0.09
132-203 *29 10 39 40 0 .66 i0 .06
203-310 14 25 39 39 0 37^0.04
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This dmtrihiiiion has been plotted in a double log scale in figure 2 . I t  is found 
that vv^ ithin the energy band (5-300) Mev, the differential energy distribution 
is well reprewiitcd by a siniple j)ower law of the form Barker obtained a
distribution of slope — 1 between 30 —400 Mev at 45"N, and for energy band 
above 400 Mev the slope was —1.5.
2. The diffoieutial energy diBlribul,ion of electrons.
6. RANGE D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF MUONS
A differential range spectrum of muons has been obtained previously by 
the authors, Basu and Sinha (1056-57) in the range interval 6.6-140 g/cm® of 
air equivalent. I t  was pointed out there, that this range spectrum could not 
be evaluated accurately at the lowest range interval as the electron contributi(*n 
m this region cannot be calculated from shower theory. Hence the Cu-plates 
were split into halves and the muons were experimentally separated from the 
electrons by ionisation characteristics alone. Furthermore, the splitting of the 
Cu-plates led to a determination of tlio iiiie structure of the muon spectinin 
in the lowest range interval.
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Tho experbnent was divided ijito two parls. The first part was carried out 
with ao absorber above the chamber and during the second part a 4:.5 cm 
load absorber was placed above tho chamber. Tho correction for the loss of 
particles due to scattering in this absorber and in the j)latcs inside the chamber 
was taken into account exactly in the same manner as explained in the previous 
paper Basil and Sinha (1956-57). Table IT shows the values of the muon inten­
sity ly. The small gap between (32-36) g/cm^ of air is due to the fact that the 
muons stopi)ing in the last plate were not taken into acicount because of tho 
inefficiency of the system in photographing these particles due to the emission of 
decay electrons in the downward direction so as to trip tho anti counters.
Fig. 3. The difforeniiu] range 8i)ec!trmn of mu-nioaons. Tho 
solid cuive shown along js Sand’s computed sea-level 
spectrum for mu-mesons.
In  figure 3 the combined differential range spectra as found in this experi­
ment and the previous one have been plotted as a histogram. Tho solid curve 
shown along tho experimental histograms is Sand’s (1949) computed sea level 
range spectrum of muons. The two ciu'ves are found to agree satisfactorily 
witliiii expcrhnental errors. The data below 2 0  g/cm'** of air oijuivalont have 
been obtained for the first time in this experiment. I t  is clear from tlie histogram 
that the decrease in tho muon intensity when wc go below 2 0  g/cm® as predicted 
by Sand’s computations is real.
7 8 . Tho ratio of electrons to muons for different kinetic energy intervals
From the foregoing data on the intensity of low energy electrons and low 
(Miergy mu-mesons we can construct a comparative data on the ratio of the in- 
( ciisitics of these two kinds of jiarticles at different energy intervals. Hence the 
" iiole muon distribution obtained during this and the previous experiments was 
I inverted into corresponding kinetic energy intervals from the curves of Bossi 
(1048). The mu-meson spectrum thus obtained covered the kinetic energy 
JJberval (36-304) Mev. In Table III the range as well as the K.E. distribution 
mu-mesons have been shown.
TABLE TI
Abflohite differential range fiijectrum of mums at 1 2 “N (Fine Structure)
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Rarigo interval 
(g/cni2 of aji 
equivalent)
n
Ohnerved 
minibei of 
niuorie 
N
Total seiiBi- 
iivo time m 
liours 
T
Vei’ijeal 
ent]al imion- 
mteasity Ij; 
Rin~i aco'^ 
atem l-i x 10®
6.no- 10 75 8 215 3 59^0 .84
10 75-15 00 11 215 4 94±0.97
15.00-19.26 12 215 6 .39^1 .03
19.25-23 60 14 215 6.28±1.10
23 50-27 75 13 215 5.83±1 08
27 75-32.00 13 215 5.83±1.08
35 HO-40 05 13.7 215 6 .05^1 .09
40.05 44 30 11.7 215 5.15±1 02
44.30-48.55 12.7 215 5 00H;1.07
48.5.5-52 80 13.7 215 6 OSil.OO
52 80-57 05 13 7 215 0 .05^1  09
57 05-lil 30 14.2 215. G. 72 1^ 1 21
TABLE TTI
Range and kinetic energy dialrilmtion of mu-meBonB
Range interval Kinetic energy 
(g/cm2 of air interval (Mov) 
equivalon b)
Number of 
muons
Number of 
muons per 
Mev m 216 hours
6.50- 10.75 35- 48 8 0 62± 0 .]5
10.75- 19 25 48- 09 23 1.07±0 15
19.25- 32.00 69- 08 40 1.38±0 13
35.80- 48 55 107-132 37 1 45^0.16
48.55- 61.03 132-158 42 1.63±0.16
72-00- 80.50 181-214 54 1 .70^^0.15
89.50-106.50 214-246 55 1.70±0.16
104.65-137.70 240-304 102 1.60±0.11
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In figure 4 both inu-mesc)ns and electron distributions have been plotted in 
a bilogarithmic scale where the abscissa are the kinetic energies in Mev and the 
ordinates the corresponding numbers of particles per Mev. The error has been
Fig.
kinetic enerv in mev
4. The diflereiiiiftl energy distribution of oloobrons and iiiuniiB as
function of tUoir kinetic energies.
calculated from the probable statistical error (0.67-y/w) where n is the number 
of particles. These curves give directly the ratio of electrons to muons within 
different kmetic energy intervals rangmg from 35 to 300 Mev at sea level.
I t  is interesting to note that the two curves intersect at 95 Mev and therefore 
electrons and muons of kinetic energy 95 Mev are almost equally abundant at 
this place.
8. T O T A L  V E R T I C A L  I N T E N S I T I E S  OF  T H E  T E N E T R A -  
T I N G  P A R T I C L E S  A N D  T H E  L O W  E N E R G Y  
E L E C T R O N S
The three-fold counting rate with 10 cm pb above the cloud chamber was 
foulid to be 0.317 min“ .^ A large number of photographs triggered by a three­
fold coincidence only, was taken and finally the corrected vortical intensity of the
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poiieirating j)aTticle8 Avas obtained from tbo observed rate of accetable pioturea, 
after excluding blanks, shoAvers and heavy particles. This Avas found to be 
(0.0073 J7O 0002(>) cm~‘^. sterad^^ Cliaiidrasekliaran H al (1950) measursd
the verticie intensity of penetrating cosmic rays (Avith lOcmPb) at Poona (9“N) 
which is 555 meters above sea level, in terms of counts per minute. Prom the 
given geometry of the t]uadrnplo coincidence counter telescope used in this 
oxYieriment, the vertical intensity of penetrating particles at Poona has been found 
to be 0.0076 cm"“ sterad '^  sec~h This is in good agreement with our observations 
at 12°N at. sca-lcvel. The value (juoted by Uossi (1948) at 45°N as determined 
with coimtei telescope Avas 0 0083 at sea loA^ e^l.
The vertical intensity of electrons with energy between 5-310Mcv was 
found to be (0.00143t[ 0.00021) cin”‘- sec '^  stcrad-^ after correcting for scattering. 
Combining this value Avith the total intensity of penetrating particles (0.0073t1: 
0.00026), we get a ratio IJ l^  — O.O2 O7I7 O.O3  for electrons of energy below 300 
Mcv. at 12"N.
Prom the data of Hazon (1945) and more recently of Parker (1955) Ave find 
that, for latitude >45*  ^ Cie ratio /#//„ when Tg expresses electron intensity of 
energy >300Mov is nearly 3% Taking for granted that this ratio remains the 
same at low latitudes we find /<,//„ — 0.23-b0-94: Avhen Ig exxncsses the intensity 
of all electrons of energy >  5 Mcv. This gives the vertical intensity of electrons 
at Calcutta (sea-level, 1 2 "N) as (0.00167 d^ O.00029) comparetl with the value of 
0 .0 0 2 2  obtained by Barkar after extraxiolating Hossi’s curve The ratio Igflv 
as obtained by Barkar (1955) for Ann arbor (45"N) is 0.311^0.028 with A’ > 1 0  
Mov. Conversly, if we accept that the ratio JgjTy remains the same for all lati­
tudes our results Avould then indicate that the percentage of high energy elec­
trons (>  300 Mcv) in the sea level electron spectrum at 12“N is higher than that 
at 45"N by a factor of about three. An independent moasuremont of the inten­
sity of electrons of energy >300 Mev at this station is needed to decide between 
the two alternatives.
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